[Common system of sparsely branched projection (reticular) NADPH-diaphorase neurons in the human forebrain formations built from densely branched cells].
Cell morphometry with statistical analysis (using 9 parameters) of densely branched projection and sparsely branched reticular neurons was performed in the human forebrain formations built from densely branched projection neurons (the entorhinal cortex, striatum, nucleus accumbens basolateral amygdala, and dorsal thalamus). The reticular neurons included scattered reticular neurons and marginal reticular neurons of the dorsal thalamus. Golgi method and staining for NADPH-diaphorase were used. The scattered reticular neurons of different formations under study did not differ in any of the 9 parameters, whereas they significantly differed from the main projection neurons in 5 to 7 parameters (except one comparison with the difference in 2 parameters). Within the same formation, the scattered reticular and main projection densely branched neurons differed in 7 to 9 parameters. The endbrain scattered reticular neurons expressed NADPH-diaphorase, while in the dorsal thalamus only the medium marginal reticular neurons were NADPH-diaphorase-positive. Thus, a common system of ancient integrative reticular neurons expressing NADPH-diaphorase exists in the examined human forebrain formations. The evidence obtained by us and the literature data point to the projection nature of the scattered reticular neurons (to the V and VI neocortical layers), which suggests their modulatory influence on descending neocortical pathways.